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1. Identify the square and color it.

2. What shape is this?

a) Heart     b) oval    c) Star     d) Diamond

3. Color the shapes that have curved sides.

4. Sort out the shapes:

2D Shapes Worksheets for Grade 1-worksheet-2 
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5. A circle has ___ sides and ____ corners. 

 
6. Alex made this square using which of these 2 shapes? 

 
a) 2 triangles b) 2 rectangles    c) 2 trapezoids 

 
7. Color the shapes as shown beside and give their count. 
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8. Fill the table. One is done for you

Shape Name of 
the shape 

Number of 
sides 

Number of 
corners 

Rectangle  4  4 

9. How many corners does this shape have?

a) 0 corners b) 1 corner c) 2 corners

10. Which shape has fewer sides than a square? choose the 
correct option.

a) Triangle   b)  Rectangle  c) Star
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1. 

2. option (c) Star

3. 

4. Sort out the shapes:
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5. A circle has 0 sides and 0 corners. 
 
 
6. Alex made the square using 2 triangles. 

 
 

7.  Color and count the  shapes  

 
8.  

Shape Name of the 
shape 

Number of 
sides 

Number of 
corners 

 
Rectangle 4 4 

 Trapezoid 4 4 

 

Hexagon 6 6 

 
Triangle 3 3 

 
 

9. An oval shape has 0 corners. 
 
10.option (a)  a triangle has fewer sides  than a square. 
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1. 2d shapes fit inside a plane.  
 
2. They have any number of sides 

made of straight lines or curves.  
3. Myriagon is a 2D shape with 

10,000 sides; it is the biggest 
known 2d shape 
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